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OBJECTIVES: Lesson f0; Beginners:

When we are on the stage. when we are acting, and

even when we, as actors, are preparing our parts we must know

what we are really doing during the performance. That means

what the character is doing from the beginning to the end.

Perhaps you have read Stanislavsky's back, An Actor Fromm-ca,

in which there is a chapter on objectives. Every character

has a certain wish or desire to reach something. The objec-

tive is the invention of Stanislavsky. and it is a very impor-

tant thing. because it means that each character has always a

certain aim to which he or she goes.

\‘lith time you will see how important it is to know

what you are going to do on the stage, and what you are going

to reach. The idea is very simple; it is a question of analy—

sis to find the right objective for a special character, or

scene. or sentence. or word. or for the whole play. There can

be a series of objectives: one main objective. and than smaller

objectives. and even smaller ones, ate. We will not touch the

process of analysis at the moment. but will now try to under-
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stand the actor's paychelogy :\\s to how to take the objective

and have it inside us, and how to fulfill it. This will be

our theme.

I mentioned to you that Stanislnvsky has found this

beautiful thing. but the technique of hen to take it and ful-

fill it we will understand in our mm way. In other words.

we will take from him the idea of the objective and use it in

our mm way, and I will explain to you the difference. when

Stanislnvsky gave his objective to his actors. we took it

with our intellect. with our brain. with our thinking abilities.

we always did this in the Fence?! Art company. "He understood

the objective at once, and we tried to carry it through. The

result was that everything we did to reach our aim was very

straight, primitive and like a straight line without any vib-

rations or modulations. because the intellect is very straight

and primitchrandWory‘ stupid when it tries to help in the

creative pracew. in art the intellect really means nothing.

when we triad to take the objective with our intellect we were

at once too primitive: everything was too clear, and we seemed

to lose our talents, and this was our great mistake.

I must say it is very tempting to find the objective

with the intellect. and it is much easier, but it gives very

little to our actor's nature. It does not awaken a. flame in

us. Because in the 5405ch Art Theatre we have taken the ob-

Jcctivc with the intellect. we needed so much time until this
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intellectual Jewel came very \slowly down and was finally some-

thing in our heart. It is well known that plays were prepared

over many months because of this mistake. Then again months

went by until it. the objective. became our will. Therefore, ,

if you take the objective with your intellect it will be easier.

but not for the actor who wants to 31; rather than to $1.192.-

It is a. great difference for an actor to find the

objective with the intellect. or to find it with the iragina—

tion. If you are able to imagine your part. or the whole play -

if your imagination is vivid enough - you will see that you don't

need to use your intellect in the sense I have been telling you

about. You will see that your imagination is much. much richer

than your intellect - if you are an actor. that is. I do not

speak about you as personalities. because for us in certain

directions the intellect is absolutely necessary, and it might

be wrong to start certain things with the imagination. But for

us. as actors, it is absolutely wrong to start our work with

the intellect.

If you will recall some performances which you have

seen, you will realize that the performers are not acting at

all - it is an intellectual outburst. it is lecturing or speak-

ing, but it is not acting in our sense. ‘This is because actors

have no time to work, and they only have their intollects to

appeal to. Therefore. they walk. and speak, and smoke and are

intellectual from the top to the bottom. And that is why our
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art is dying out. because of this influence of the intellect.

This does not mean\that the actor must be a stupid

person. or that he must not use his intelloct. I mean that

his main power is his imagination. and the intellect is the

second or third instrument in this innor orchestra. The in-

tollect's task is only to bring order and clarify things which

are given from other parts of our actor's souls, from those

deeper parts where the artist is sitting somewhere. This is

what I mean when I say not to use your intellect when finding

the objectives. and in carrying them out. Through practice

you will gradually see what I mean by this.

Let us say that you are acting Hamlet. and your ob-

jective in the scene with Ophelia is to let her know that you

have never loved her as a higher being, but always as a human

being - "I loved thee not." You can take the complicated ob-

jective to tell her that you have not loved what you now see

in her. If you take this intellectually it will be dry and

heavy. If you look at this theme many times in your imagina-

tion, it will come to you as a spark. and you will know and

feel and will the objective. Then you have to appeal to your

intellect and ask it to make it clearor to you What you wished

and felt before you knew. In this case intellect is quite

justified.

It is very tempting to take many suzgostions which

the intellect gives in the first fifteen seconds, but we must
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get accustomed, if we wish‘to awaken our actor‘s being, to

deny the intellect until mobs whole heing is flaming. ’Ehen

you will know the real objective. and will ask the intellect

to make some suggestions to clarii‘j things which have arisen

from your whole being.

Let us try 11 little exercise for taking simple ob-

jectives; in the way I will suggest to you. 'Your objective is

to walk through this room and touch the 13th which is between

the two rooms. The method ‘of taking the objective, in our

sense. is first of L111 to imagine that you are Lim this.

Imagine that you are already touching the stop. now try to

appeal to your will. and inside try already to do this. Fill

your whole being with the action - "I on already touching the

step. I an already fulfilling; it inside." This is the right

a_pro:xch to the objective.

Now be attentive to the certain feelings and powers

which fill your whole body. You must have this power inside

of you. That means that you are able and ready to fulfill the

objective. Your whole M1, your whole m; must understand

it. To understand the objective with your whole being means

already to produce it inside. Try to increase the fulfillment

of 'th a simple objective inside you. Try to think with your

legs and feet and tone, "I am doing this already." How r1_o

it. Now do the same thing but using your intellect only. and

in :1 practical “12:; find the difference between the two ap-
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proaehoo. How do it again with your whole body. with your

whole heart. with your whole \activity. and produce it inside

boforo you do it in reality. so strong that you will get tho

feeling, "1 MI. fulfill my objective," and this is the right

point when you have to fulfill it. 'i'ry to increase this in-

side you so that it is not possible M to gig it.

The moment when we fulfill our objective must not

be m. To be lazy or without will. this trecoss is very

destructive for the fulfillment of the objective. Hon-lover

complicated the objective may be. it must be taken at once,

and this gives very much for the actor's nature. if we are

trained sufficiently to take the objective with the whole

being and at once. and keep it until it is fulfilled. perhaps

hours and hours. without being tired. ‘:Io must not allow our-

selves to be tired. and it must be there until it is fulfilled.

This condition is absolutely neczssary in order to carry the

objective through with the necessary temperament.

For this aim we must be able to dedicate ourselves

to taking the objective with the will. and to keep it hours

and hours and find how to fulfill it even in tho fifth act.

I have fulfilled my objective when the curtain is dovm. Then

you can root, but if you rest before you. have fulfilled the

objective you will lose the power and the pleasure of having

an objective.

If it does not give you any pleasure to have an
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objective, it means that something is wrong. One of the great-

est dangers is to have the objective vary weak inside. The

opposite pole to this is that when the objective is fulfilled,

you must be absolutely free from it. nothing must be loft of

the objective which has been fulfilled.

Lot us take another example from Hamlet. Let us

imagine an actor who is very full of moods, hnd when he has

fulfilled his many objectives he is still Hamlet. and cannot

be freed from it. This must not be. When the curtain is down,

at the and of the play, you must no longer be an actor. If you

continue to be an actor after the curtain is down you will

weaken your talent. If you begin indefinitely and finish in-

definitely. it will weaken you. You must go from one point to

the other and not be vague about it.

Now take the objective vary sharply and definitely,

and when you have fulfilled the objective, then finish at once.

take it and exercise inside this ability which must not be

weakened. To take the objective means to go it inside continu-

ously; to have the real necessity to fulfill it.

How walk around and keep the objective inside until

I tell you to fulfill it. Fight with the thing which tries to

make you weak. Keep the objective for hours if necessary.

This is the real life on the stage — to know what you have to

do and to really want to do it, to permeate your whole being

with this desire. This means to be able to act on tho stage.
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Gradually you will :ee which role the intellect has

in our work. with experiencg you will find how much you have

to appeal to the intellect. how much it will help you, etc.,

but don't start with it, because if you do the part of you which

is the actor will be held back. It will not respond. Every-

thing must be clear for me - then I an an actor. Start in this

way and the intellect will find its way to help you.

A psychological objective can be expressed through

the legs and arms — the most complicated psychological things

are living in our logs and arms. Some conductors move only

their hands and arms, and if you will observe you will see that

they exercise tremendous restraint to keep the body quiet, or

it may be from tho nature, but everything comes from the intel-

lect. This docs not mean that the conductor must dance, but

if you will penetrate into such a conductor you will find some

difficulties in him. Let us take Klemperer as another example;

while he does not actually dance, his whole body is doing some-

thing, because everything which is art inevitably penetrates

our whole body, whether it is music — such a high and noble art -

which forces chmperer to move so. with all these visible and in-

visible movements. Aa actors we must be more movable than

chmporer or Hoingarten, because we are showing our bodies on

the stage and if we show nothing through our bodies it would be

better to make a screen and show only our heads! We must show

our body. our whole body. which is like a membrane through which
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all the finest psychological problems must be sneaking to the

\
audience.

The Psvchological Objective:

We muut get accustomed to taking the objective with

our whole body, even if the objective is a psychological one.

I may have to speak to my partner very quietly on the stage.

but my objective is to get rid of him. If I really have the

objective to get rid of him my wholo body will be absolutely

movable inside. Then I am able to speak very politely, but

my whole body stroomu with this thing; "I want to get rid of

him." But if I take tho objective with my brain, with my in-

tellect. there in nothing going on and my body will not be

speaking. Ho must develop very wide and broad movementa in

our body. and invisible movements as wall. If the body becomes

like a mombranu. then there will be a movement of the whole

body. and the objective will stream and speak through it.

Lot us take the objective. but make it more psycho-

logical than it won before. You must walk forward so that you

come nearer to tho douz, which will be open. In the room be-

yond there lion 3 person whom you do not want to disturb. Your

objective is not to waken or disturb him or lot him know you

are passing by. When the objective is fulfilled. leave at once.

Very consciously know the beginning of the objective, the ful-

fillment of it, and when you are free. Take it decisively when

you are told. and take it with your whole body. Ask your legs
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whether they have the objective in them. whothor your torso

has the objective, etc. Do it with your will and with your

imagination. Your whole body must be as full of this psycho-

logical objoctive, as chnperer's body is full of the sounds.

Now let us take an even more psychological objective:

we must try to experience what it means to take it with our

whole actor's being, and to realize what it means to have an

actor's being. A person is sitting in a room alone - ho is a

spy. You want to penetrate into the most innermost part of

his soul in order to find out whether he ie spying or not.

Again you must take the objective with your whole

body. because you must tako it through your body. in order to

awaken some beautiful new qualities for your actor’s being.

with your whole body try to suspect him. and you will truly

awaken the most beautiful feeling for tho actor. that or be—

ing present on the stage with your whole being. You will never

spoah on tho stago only to recite soliloguios — novor. Every

part of your being will speak through your handa, your eyes,

or even through your static body - thin is the beauty of the

occupation of the whole being on the stage. This is never seen

today. and actors are tortured because at their disposal is

their whole instrument but they torture themselves by using

only separate parts of it.

Don't allow your body to sleep - each part must be

active. Try to foresee the great pleasure of having your whole
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being at your dispOSal. It requires training, but it is worth-

while to train oneself in this way. because it is the most beau-

timl thing for tho artist-actor.

Take this oeyohological objective which is. to pene- '

tmte into tho being of this other person. Take it with your >

whole being. your hands. your fingers. everything must be mn

of tho desire to penetrate into this person's mind. The more

you will question the different parts of your body as to whether

they are full of tho dosire to penetrate, tho bottor tho results

will be. Do tho objective first inside. than go. it. Ask your-

solf if your wholo body is full of this kind of activity. Then

stop and bu absolutely free. Everything must bo at the disposal

of your willy you must wan—ht to have yourself at your disposal.

It is so important. for the real actor not to be vague

at any time. but absolutely clear in everything and absolutely

in control of his own power. Only then will you be able to

create a new kind of actor, a very fine kind of actor. very

persuasive for the audience. and very intelligent. Try to cri-

ticise. with warm feelings and in a good sense and without any

evil feelings, but really criticise our best actors by asking

them whether they are really intelligent in their profession.

You will be shocked, because you will son that a famous actor

my have a fine personality, but as‘a professional person he

is an amateur, he is not intelligent.

This is what is dreadful on the stage today, that an
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actor who is a very fine person in his private life. when he

appears on the stage is at once stupid. Therefore. we must

build a new kind of actor. Our future theatre must be a the-

atre consisting of intelligent actors - I speak about the in-

telligence in the profession. not as persons. 1 am sorry to

say this, because I am an actor. but if you will compare the

different professions you will never find such professional

stupidity in other branches of the arts. because on the stage

we have so many gaps to fill that we must create as many

bridges as there are gaps. Therefore. we must be very careful

about the training in our studio; we must give such training

our whole interest in order to achieve a really intelligent

profession, and not something quite vague and indefinite.

If you will observe the musical profession you will

never find them unintelligent. because they have to know so

much, to feel so much, to say so much in their profession that

you will not find unintelligent musicians. Quite the opposite:

when certain conductors are conducting you will feel what a

person! As a muoician ho is clever, although he may be stupid

at heart. but as a mueician he is clever because he must know

his profession. For a musician three year's training is nothing;

this is what it means to be intelligent.

We have a very complicated profession but when our

profession becomes intelligent we will have a new kind of ac-

tor. As long as our profession is as vague and as simple as it
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is now. our theatre will be unintelligent. when we are able

\ . .

to create this new approach we will no able to create a new

theatre.

ATMOSPHERE:

Take in the atmosphere. speak out of it. and radiate

it. The process of taking in and giving out the atmosphere is

really one thing. but it is good some times to do separate ex-

oreises.

IMPROVISATIONS:

PSYCHOLOGICAL GBSTUREI

The theme of the improvisation is that of two friends

who have lived together for many years. They know each other

very well - being nearer to one another than relatives. But

something has happened betwuen them. One fools guilty towards

the other - you can imagine what thin was or you need not im—

agine it - it is more artistic not to imagine. but just to have

the pain of it. This psychological disaster comes suddenly,

and the more they try to solve the problem. the more definitely

they feel that something has been broken between them, and they

must separate. One is packing to leave.

Take the situation in a very tragic sense. The con—

ditions are that it is late evening, almost night) a very small

room with a very small lamp. Both friends are psychologically

tired and worn out. They have already said everything neces-

sary to one another: all that in left is to pack and leave for-
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ever. The friend who re ains is fiuilty: the friend who

leaves is the hurt one. This imprblisation must be done

on the basis of the osycholoaical Hasture.

Criticism:

It was fascinating to watch because I got the

impression that you are standing on a basis. and with the

basis you will be able to improvise more and mora theatre

  
which is varied. H a you see how important it is to exer-

cise gesture as gesture. and then it will become more and

more speaking.

I remember the gesture which Vakhtangov gave me

for King Eric [Strindberg's Eric AIK .1 When I got this

 

gesture inside. I could play four acts of the long play,

having this gesture in all my movements, in all the words.

in the psychology, in the outer exercises, everything. It

is possible by having only one gesture to Lake it the ground

for a four act play. How rich the gesture is if it is

archetypal!

C!{:'\RAC'I'ERILC1\’L‘ICI-Il

Let us take another improvisation, this time based
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hair — skin -nd bones.  

7'. pin. She States him and everybody she meets in he; lize.
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body. She groom’s mother is a really good-hearted person. who

sproads warnt and love and gonfort to everybody. she is the

only positive character, but by nature she is very quiet.

It is late in the evening: there is a wedding party

and they are dancing and trying to make tricks by waking sounds

like a dog or a cock. Into this feast comes a very strange

figure. that of a very young general. He has just been made

a general and is full of the feeling of being one. He wants

to be active in any wa‘. His idea is that he will be such a

liberal general, that he will be present at his clerk's wed-

ding. just to show how broadmindcd ha in. and how warm his

heart is. He has big moustaohes and he loves himself tremen-

dously. By coming to this event he axpects that he will change

the whola lifo of the people.

The other guests are a ncwunupar reporter who is

always trying to find what he can in the way of an anecdote

which,ho will write up'in tomorrow's paper. and hurt the per-

son he writes about. Small but mighty. he is tall, well-groomed

and well—dressed. and he always wants to be noticed so that every_

one understands that he has the p war to write something apout

them tomorrow.

There is a medical student who is only gay. and noth-

ing more: for him everything is beautiful, everyone is happy,

and he tries to add to the things which seem to him to be funny.

He is absolutely stupid because he wants to be more and more
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fay. He create: his own world, and is more untidy than une

\
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Another person is very gloomy and sad; nobody knmvs

who he is nor what he thinks. He is always somewhere on the

side. looking at somebody, always observing and keeping him-

self at a distance. He has on very short trousers.

There are two girls who are the bridesmaids: they

think that the mystery of the wedding consists only of one

thing which will come tonight. They think only of this and

they have no other feelings. They are as if stupid, and they

only see this moment which 15 closely connected with the bride,

who is the only thing which exists for them.

The servant is a very Russian type who is always do-

ing something, without asking why. without understanding what

is ordered. without knowing what she does, but she is always

prepared to receive orders and fulfill them. If she does not

get orders she is dead. She is very handsome, with hair which

is dressed very high is if it did not belong to her. This ac—

tivity and willingness on her part is without any criticism

of what is going on.

Another lady is like a man, and sho tries to carry

through and prove women's rights. bho 1; very clever with

statistics. She has not read many books but she has her own

ideas; very stiff inside and stifi outside. The last ruest

is an old man. a clerk who is hi ‘ enough to be a link between
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the general and the others.

The general enters‘and steps into a dish which has

been prepared for the supper. fihan he enters the group is at

the climax of the dance. They gradually notice his figure.

when they notico him they are half—dead with astonishment. be-

cause of this unexpected appearance. Then he tries to make a

speech to explain his ideas and why he has come. During his

speech he feels. and everyone in tho party feels that the con-

tact is not established. and he becomes more and more a strange

figure. Then he makes a second offort to get nearer to these

strange people.

Criticism:

In spite of tho lack of improvisation. there were

some good things, one of which was that the characters were

there. The big mistake was-that there was no “circle“; every—

one was blind to what was going on around, and it was not

vivid enough. Each one of you was alone and you were afraid

to take in the others for suggestions. but triad only to con-

duct your own life. with time you will get this connection

with each other every moment, and then you will find the time

to help and support each other. It must always be a composi-

tion, not a group of soloists. Repeat the exercise, but first

try to establish the "circle: and try to find fine reactions

to everyone.
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Criticism:

This time it was better because you were more quiet

inside you; but not yet quiet enough to get inspiration. You

must be absolutely quiet inside and believe that you will get

inspiration. but you had a certain rear thai if you did not

do something, what would happen? So brave enough to do noth-

ing but concentrata on the basis of the ground given to you,

and this time it was the character.

From such exercises you will gradually get something

which is very difficult oven for experienced actors; this go:

lief that something will come, not only from you but from every-

one. If you touch it very inwardly you will get some sparks,

but don't spoil these good sparks with work which is not the

right kind. You must be brave enough to wait for the inspira-

tion quietly. That is what is meant by the "circle? Each of

us has a talent and we must believe in it. If we make a mis—

take it is much hotter than to do something without waiting

for it, and just on nothing.

This time many things were wrong as far as the feel-

ing of truth is concerned. Your intellect told you to begin,

and theroforo you stopped your fooling of truth. and you have

dono one wrong thing after another. Therefore you could not

prepare yourselves to see the general as 3 person who did not

belong to your society.

If you had been brave enough when dancing and moving
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to pay attention to tho genoyal's entrance, you would have

felt that something was going on inside you. Don’t g2 some-

thing) don't allow your intellect to tell you to act. You

must he bravo onough to wait until this thing will grow. You

Hill get something, but you must believe that you will. But

don't be absolutely alone on tho stage, as though in a stone

turret. Take time, and in this way you will find the way to

tho improvisation. When it becomes necessary during rehear-

sals to conserve time it will be done, but now you are quite

free. so take timo, but be attentive to all the possibilities

which are in you. Don't praconceivo anything, ospocially with

your intellect — when tho fooling of truth was absent from

your work just now it was because of your intellect.

Lessons for Forinners:

Tho Actor's Uarch. This exorcise will be for con-

centrating your inner activity. You have your body for con-

veying your ideas. your emotions, your will izpulses to your

audience. I have my body in my gill. It is beautifully built.

Each part of my body is like a piece of art. fy neck is bcau-

tifully placed on my shoulders. Realize and fig this. In my

I. {10

 

chest I have my c-nter which leads iron insido. Jur

quolitino in mind.

 

Tifiit all our new students to exercise the things

which have teen given them hy means of a little theme or sketch.
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In acting such a sketch we will pay attention. for example,

first to concentration. You must then find the points. through-

out the whole sketch, in which you must be concentrated. In

this way you will escape the condition when the actor is on the

stage and is full of temperament. but he does not know what he

doing because he is not able to concentrate on anything. It

is like smoke and earthquake around him, but without any point

to which it streams.

CONCWNTRATION:

Let us take a little scene from The Three Sisters.

The play takes place in a small Russian provincial town in

which lives a family consisting of three sisters. To this town

comes a regiment of soldiers. There is great excitement in the

town. and the three sisters. who belong to the most intellec-

tual family in the town have. of course. to receive the offi-

cers of the regiment. They have prepared food and everything.

and are waiting for the officers.

We will take only this small period when the table

is prepared. and the three sisters are waiting for the officers

to arrive and introduce themselves. Then the meal is served

and lively conversation begins during the meal. Also when they

leave the house and say goodbye it is an occasion for them all

to speak. The oldest sister. who is thirty-five, is very seri-

ous, with some ideals, and she wants to love someone, as it
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wore. The second sister is a. canon who works very much; she

finds it necessary to _d_o_ somoihing. to work and be busy in life.

The third Sister is a very clover girl, but still a girl. very

simple and open to everything. and very receptive to all in-

prossions around her. She is as if waiting for something to

happen in her lifop a girl's psychology.

The commanding officer is very intelligent. very noble.

very sure of himoolf. Ho knows that he is vory attractive, and

when ho ontoro the room everyone looks at him. Another officer

is always very gay and tries to make Jokes. Ha in well edu-

cated. but his eyes are always looking for the point whore he

can find oomothing‘ more amusing. Another officer is very {gloomy

and pessimistic. morything is wrong and no knows something

which is so dreadful in the world around him. He is always

keeping thin half-lmcwlodgo and carrying it through the world.

H0 is not interested to Ema-.1 why he is BO sad. but to be sad

with this half-knowledge is so beautiful. Another officer is

Geman. and he in a little afraid of his friends. Too much

German because he in in Russia. Too many buttons. too close,

too tight. Ho is always afraid someone will do something tact-

1093. He is there at once tosavo these situations. with tine

it has become, unwittingly. his profession. Tho husband of

the second sister is alvmyo thinking of household problems and

doing things in the house, because of lovo for his wife. and

because of his own character. He is entering more and more
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into the family life as o woe-um. not as a man. They have a

little child. and he is always attending; to the child. He

does not complain, as it is quite natural for him to respond

to his family situation in a way that is half—worm.

We will take this small sketch. Act as you like.

good or not so good, but the exercise is for the purpose of

always being concentrated. You must find the points on which

you must be concentrated during this exercise. The whole pur-

pose is to exercise thinW-

Start by being concentrated on your future work -

perhape by some imagination as to what you will do. Now take

account of what you have done. 'rloro you concentmted each

moment? Be quite aware of this and find the places where you

could have been more concentrated. Were you floundering very

much? If so you must try to repeat'it in your imagination

without floundering. but really being concentrated on something

definite. This is the meaning of the exercise.

IL‘AGINATION AND INCORPORATION:

“on we will take a small part of the same scene for

imagination. and the incorporation of your images. Rehearsc

the sitxmtion in your imagination. and when you are ready try

to incorpomte what you have seen in your imagination. and do

it in reality. but with certain conditions. Kurd must imagine

2111: character to be nearly fifty. very tall, very brave, with

very clever pursuing eyes. very quiet. San must imagine quite
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a different type; very short“ a little bit fat, like a little

ball, fair-haired, near-sighted with spectacles. George must

imagine a German officer whose body is like a stone. without

any neck, more muscles than usual, all strengthened at the same

time. William must be like an eagle, but a pessimistic one.

Woodie must be very stiff and heavy and slow inside: he doesn't

know this, and it seems to him that he is as quick as air.

Erma must be very clever and serious, and very romantic and

very reserved. Valerie has spectacles and is very nervous but

she doesn't show it: she is nervous inside.

Now try to imagine the scene and rehearse it in your

imagination, and then incorporate it. Don't exaggerate your

characters but make them true. Again rehearse inside, and then

incorporate. The idea of the exercise is to train your imag-

ination so strongly that you will really be able to get some-

thing which is not vague. but something which you can use on

the stage. You can get such very precious material out of your

imagination. therefore you need very long and intensive work.

and then you will discover with time that the imagination is

something which will lead you throughout your life. and will

really feed you. To have the imagination is very good, but

to have the ability to incorporate what you see in your imag—

ination is something else. Through exercises we will get this

ability to create images. and to be fed by them. First to

know what you do. and then to believe that when you are ready
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to incorgomto your inner: 1t\~.jlill be incorporated. The things

which are most disturbing to tho conscientious actor will be

solved, because you will have a technique and your body and

emotions will be obedient to you.


